Preserving the Ideals of the American Experience and Christian Values

A Washington DC summit on the China threat, and the formation of the National Security Investment Consultant Institute (NSIC) Institute at Liberty University.

Liberty University continues to build on its heritage of reinforcing the American experience and Christian values. This week's briefing includes a general overview on many of the threats you have been briefed on in previous Economic Battle Plans.™ More importantly, it covers why Liberty University identified the need to educate America on the China threat, and the importance of Liberty, Security, and Values that will be addressed within the NSIC.

Liberty University is our NSIC advisor program partner. We wanted to invite the leadership from the school to share more about what they are doing to protect liberty and ‘Create Champions.’ Our Republic is at risk and it is critical America’s younger generation is given the truth and understands the greatness of America.

Your Mission: To pass the freedoms on that we enjoy to the next generation and consider how you can begin to align your money with your values.

“Kevin, you’ve been doing this for 30 years. Thanks for leading the way. I’m following your lead with Economic War Room and weaponizing our money and we’re excited to launch the National Security Investment Consultant Institute (NSIC) at Liberty University.” –Dave Brat
Ep. 3-113 (OSINT) Open Sourced Intelligence Briefing. This includes conversations in the Economic War Room with Kevin Freeman, Dave Brat, and Ryan Helfenbein. Dr. David Brat is a former Congressman and Dean of Liberty University’s Business School. Ryan Helfenbein, is Vice President of Communications and Public Engagement at Liberty University and Executive Director of the Falkirk Center for Faith & Liberty. They share the history of the school and the future ahead.

1. Our country was built on 3 pillars and China is zero for three on all of the key principles that make up America. Those include:

   - The Judeo-Christian tradition,
   - The rule of law,
   - Free markets and business.

Today, China is destroying these pillars in their country and everywhere they can.

   - Freedom of religion – They repressive of religion and freedom of thought.
   - Rule of law – there is none and they’re spying on all their people and giving them social credit scores.
   - Business and Free Markets – The CCP is controlling all the business in their country and using their infiltration in the US to steal our intellectual property.

“We’ll see what comes of that. I think China has got a crackup coming. If you violate all three of those principles you are headed for trouble. It is these three things that helped make America great.”

My life was a synthesis between faith and economics and that naturally lead into politics. But our country, was built on three great pillars, the Judeo-Christian tradition and the rule of law, and free markets/business. I worked at the World Bank 30 years ago. China, then the average income per capita was about a thousand dollars a year per person in China. So not a threat back then, right? Not an issue.

Now they are a number one strategic threat and also economically. They’ve declared an information war against us back in 1999. And the famous document that folks should look up is ‘Unrestricted Warfare.’” –Dave Brat
2. Liberty University Leads a DC Summit to Expose the Truth and Address Key China Issues.

“We wanted to pull together a China summit to expose this and to get at the issue of what China is really doing.” –Dave Brat

The Chinese Coronavirus:

“The biggest issue of our day is this Coronavirus coming over here. Where was it made? How was it made? The evidence? Great leaders spoke at our China summit, including Senator Cotton and Marsha Blackburn and 20 congressmen. And they all pretty much said the same thing. There was an active intent on the part of China at a minimum, in terms of releasing airplanes and flying people here when they shut down their own economy. There’s an intent there and that’s cost us over 200,000 lives and shut down the economy for the first time in our history. It’s never happened just by fiat. Government shutdown, the first weapon of that kind in the history of mankind.”

“Now there are some estimates, you talk to the World Bank and others, and I think a lot of these estimates are phony, but some estimates that China’s economy is now larger than ours. So in 20 years, how did they build it? Literally from stealing from us.” –Kevin Freeman

Read the book Unrestricted Warfare and it is clear there are no rules of civility. You are fighting with someone who is on the verge of evil. THE CCP HAS MADE THEIR INTENTION VERY CLEAR AND WE ARE AT WAR.
It is in the book; China outlines the 17 ways to take down a Superpower and they are implementing these against America. See Economic Battle Plan™ 105 and the 17 steps they are using. CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD.

- Financial Warfare
- Smuggling Warfare
- Cultural Warfare
- Drug Warfare
- Media Warfare
- Technology Warfare
- Resource Warfare
- Psychological Warfare
- Network Warfare
- International Law Warfare
- Environmental Warfare
- Currency Manipulation
- Stock Market Crashes
- Election Interference
- Racial Warfare

“China declared their intent way back when, and we’re seeing it unleashed on the world right now. They’re going through Africa. They’re doing the Belt and Road initiatives. They’re buying United Nations votes. And they’re getting bigger and bigger and bigger. And it’s the asymmetric warfare. We’re not fighting Buddhists. We’re not fighting folks who follow the Confucian ethic which have civility built into them, respect for law, respect for parents, respect for leadership. When I say we are fighting China, I am talking about the CCP not the Chinese people.” –Dave Brat

WARNING: The Facts are Finally Getting Out and America is waking up to China’s real strategy. UNFORTUNATELY, WE HAVE MANY PROGRESSIVES AND GLOBALISTS WILLING TO PUT THEIR PROFITS OVER AMERICA AND THEY ARE PUSHING AN ANTI-AMERICAN AGENDA.

OVER Two Million people learned the truth about China from the Liberty Summit on China! The Falkirk DC summit was on America’s Voice Network, Sinclair Broadcasting, Economic War Room and BlazeTV.
3. A look at Liberty University - its impact and role on American Culture.

“When you think about big cultural icons and you think about great spiritual leaders in the 20th century, probably the first that comes to mind for evangelicals is Billy Graham. I would say among the top three would be Billy Graham, Dr. Jerry Falwell, Sr. And you might even say somebody like a Chuck Colson or Francis Schaeffer.” –Ryan Helfenbein

Dr. Jerry Falwell, Thomas Road Baptist Church, Liberty University, and The Moral Majority Timeline

⇒ 1950’s, he founded Thomas Road Baptist Church. It started in a little bottling plant for orange soda pop. He started that missionary there in Lynchburg, Virginia, grew that church.

⇒ Late 1960’s, he felt the call of God to start a Baptist Bible college and he started Lynchburg Baptist College.

⇒ In 1971, Lynchburg Baptist college became Liberty University.

⇒ In 1979, he founded the Moral Majority.

“I don’t think Ronald Reagan could have been elected without Dr. Jerry Falwell, Sr.” –Kevin Freeman

The 1980 Presidential Race. Carter vs Reagan

“If you think about that particular pivotal election in 1980. You had a Southern Baptist Sunday school teacher who was on the ballot and he was running against a divorced, twice-married Hollywood actor who
was a pro-choice governor of California. Think about what that meant. But Falwell’s backing of then candidate Reagan signaled a seismic shift and he was correct. And largely evangelicals followed suit, recognizing what was best at the time for the nation.” –Ryan Helfenbein

CHRISTIANS NEED TO HAVE AN ACTIVE VOICE IN POLITICS!

The Moral Majority made a huge impact.

• One of the marks is recognizing that Christians in politics isn’t a new thing.
• If you go back further in history, there were many other civic religious leaders who recognized that Christians need to have an active voice in the public sphere.
• It is important to understand, we don’t need to abdicate our calling as Christians to go out publicly to state our faith and declare public morals.
• The younger generation needs to be reminded of these principles. What you’re seeing right now, even in this current election, is that there’s a battle for the younger evangelicals to understand what true ethics are and actively voting.

4. Liberty University Business School – Creating Champions

Unlike many other schools, Liberty offers a business and economics program that does not teach socialism and cultural Marxism.

Dave Brat Shares:

We integrate the gospel into class every day. We train champions for Christ. Unlike the socialist doctrine, it’s fairly simple. You can share within the church and do as you want with your brothers and sisters that way, voluntarily. But there’s certainly no command that we get to command Rome or the federal government today. Lately we’re trying to teach the young folks about the sovereignty.

Romans chapter 13, basically says submit to the rulers. They’ve been ordained by God to maintain peace, et cetera. But now, in 1776, we became the sovereign and the people are the new ultimate ruler.
THAT PUTS A SPECIAL ONUS ON US TO PLAY A PART IN THIS PUBLIC SQUARE. IT’S NOT OPTIONAL. YOU DON’T SUBMIT. IT’S NOT TO TRUMP OR BIDEN. IT’S TO THE LAW WHERE PEOPLE ARE UNDER THE LAW. OUR NATION UNDER LAWS. NOT UNDER MEN, AND WE HAVEN’T DONE A GOOD JOB OF EDUCATING THE FOLKS, AND WE HAVE PLANS AHEAD THAT ARE EXCITING.

A friend told me the other day, "You guys are like the Model T just getting started in year one. You have no idea the global platform and reach you will have on behalf of Christ in China. For example, the estimates are they’ll have about 300 million Christians in China in 30 years. So the world is just cracked wide open and when that happens…"

There is Good News! There’s great hope out there right now. Everyone’s pretty depressed with COVID in the business. You know, it’s tough times. Anxiety is through the roof, but there’s always hope out there. God’s work in the world, even though we don’t see it clearly. But it’s coming.

There are three key Centers of Liberty’s Business School:

1. The CENTER FOR FINANCE - LITERACY/ TRADING
2. THE CYBER CENTER - INFORMATION/ IT
3. Going forward, everything’s going to be the world of information. It’s the new platform. All the kids are into this stuff, including graphic design and web design and getting out there on all their social platforms.

It used to be that accounting or economics was the main platform for business. Now it’s information. Right, like we’re talking about with China. Right now China has a good economy. Right, like we’re talking about with China. Right, like we’re talking about with China. Right, like we’re talking about with China. Right, like we’re talking about with China. Right, like we’re talking about with China.

Estimate: They will have 300 million Christians in China in 30 years.

You guys are like the Model T just getting started in year one. You have no idea the global platform and reach you will have on behalf of Christ in China. For example, the estimates are they’ll have about 300 million Christians in China in 30 years. So the world is just cracked wide open and when that happens…"
• **THE CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP**

The Entrepreneurship Center spreads beyond business.

- We are equipping business leaders to make a difference.
- We are training pastors who are going to run a business and we need to equip them to do that.
- The doctors and nurses in the schools are going to run businesses.
- The music people are going to run businesses.

We have to bring Christian principles to bear in all that we do. And of course, a lot of that happens just by building up the character of a Christian through life, even at a young age.

“This is what it means to be a champion for Christ. It’s in every sphere of influence. So what he’s talked about is the competitive nature of Liberty University and how seriously academics are taken to prepare and equip them to be leaders.” –Ryan Helfenbein

5. **The NSIC Institute at Liberty University** - A practical way for people to express their faith through their investments, giving, and spending.

Luke 16:11 says that if you can’t be faithful with unrighteous mammon, who’s going to trust you with true riches?

Usually preachers will take that and say, oh, you’ve got to give money to the church. But there’s so much more to money than just the giving. Giving is important. It is important to understand you can give your money, you can spend your money and you can invest your money in ways that align with your values.
CASE STUDY - BIBLICAL ECONOMICS

“So one of my favorite economic passages, by the way, there’s tons of them, Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, where Jesus uses these parables to instill a teaching. And in Luke Chapter 16, and by the way, later you have the prodigal son in the same chapter, but he talks about the dishonest manager and Jesus actually praises him in his shrewdness and how he handles worldly wealth. He’s actually commended for his ability to scheme, which is very interesting.

I think a lot of times what is missed on Christians is this, we have a sacred versus secular dichotomy where the only function of income or a job, is utilitarian. It’s just I’m going to earn money and then I convert that money into a gift, that is a tithe, and then God can use it. That’s not the case! God can use all of your money even as it’s used in business and in economics in order to build his kingdom on earth.

I was just talking with Jason and David Benham, about entrepreneurship. The same way the Christian vision is shaped largely by the Bible more specifically than a Judeo-Christian worldview. It’s a biblical worldview in which we take these principles and we think, ‘then how do we do business? How do we do economics? How do we do invest, trade and all of those things in order to build God’s kingdom on this earth?’” –Ryan Helfenbein

6. A worldview is important as we consider how we invest and spend our money. That means understanding investment opportunities, geo-political threats, and ideology.

- The China Summit Liberty hosted helped provide a worldview about our money and the values that are being pushed in that society.
- People tend to think, I’m going to give properly and I’m not going to spend money on things that are bad.
- Unfortunately, their investments might be going to fund communist China, repressing the Uyghur population, supporting organ harvesting, or forced abortion. All of this is happening because they’ve invested in a company that just gets stuffed in their portfolio by Wall Street.
A Look at The Importance of Free Markets in Society

“Adam Smith comes along, sets up free markets, and that’s the work of God. There’s not enough attention paid to that providential hand of God that’s prepared us to live. In this very sophisticated system that we’ve built up, it is now under attack.

I think that’s what the Economic War Room does. It’s saying, ‘hey, we are under attack now.’ All the foundational pieces that were laid from the church fathers in the creeds all the way through sophisticated money, modern university systems are under attack.” –Dave Brat

Free markets have raised people out of poverty. (DOWNLOAD ECONOMIC BATTLE PLAN™ 11)

The Decline of Extreme Poverty
The number of people living in extreme poverty, or as the World Bank defines it, surviving on the equivalent of $1.90* per day or less.

*1990 Geary-Khamis international dollars at purchasing power parity Sources: One World in Data World Bank •Copyright Stratfor 2017

Wow!

Source: Heritage.org
All of this makes you want to get back to the Judeo-Christian tradition, because without it, we’re dead. But as Christians we have been naive, especially naive when it comes to evil in our face.

- Look at BlackRock. Larry Fink is focused on ESG, the environmental, social, justice, social governance priorities.

  “One of our friends says to him in a public board meeting, ‘hey, you’re doing all this stuff. But why is half your money going to China?’ They’re not particularly known for their clean skies and liberal governance and taking care of the people and human rights. The corporate response was crickets. And so, then we say conservatives say in our naiveté, they’ve contradicted themselves. We got them, ‘whoop de do.’ They’re taking real estate. They’re going around the world getting nation states on the UN votes. And we’re like we’re writing white papers that think tanks saying, ‘you’ve contradicted yourself.’ Are you kidding me?”

- George Soros is another wealthy guy and he’s had an unbelievable negative impact on our nation.

A look at why the NSIC can make an impact and is needed now! It is time to Weaponize Your Money to be aligned with your values.

- What would a trillion dollars, if it was weaponized for Judeo-Christian values, do? That’s four hundred times the wealth of George Soros. And that’s what we’re talking about at the NSIC Institute.

- Our goal is to get $1 trillion dollars of American patriotic citizens capital awakened to protect, preserve, and defend the Constitution.

- As Americans, we want to leave a legacy of freedom and Judeo-Christian values for future generations.

- We’re going to be equipping investment advisors in new ways. The average person says, “I don’t know what to do with weaponizing my money?” they need help. The Bible talks about “with many counselors, plans succeed.” So we’re going to help people get some counselors through the NSIC and our training program at Liberty University.

- With Liberty University’s large online education program, we will be using new technologies to scale and allow business professionals and investors to develop new skill sets as it relates to Liberty, Security, and Values (LSV) investing.
WHY YOU SHOULD CARE:

- History, free markets, and our constitution are no longer taught in schools anymore, it is up to us to influence these institutions with the truth.
- There are Geopolitical Threats and potential values conflicts across the globe that are important to understand when investing.
- Money has been weaponized on the left for progressive globalist agendas, while free market constitutionalists let it happen with their money and investments.
- Washington cares about votes and money, the NSIC advisors can help give Main Street America its voice in regard to Liberty, Security, and Values.
- China has a specific plan to pre-empt America using your money and investments against you.
- Many of America’s younger generations have no perspective of the Cold War mentality verses the true blessings of liberty that they have experienced in America. Through the NSIC we can help share the truth and hope in a better future.

ACTION PLAN:

1. **Take Action Now To Protect America and Liberty.**
   a. To understand the importance of patriotic investing. Join us on the investor track.
   b. Weaponize your money to preserve America’s Liberty, Security, and Values (LSV).
   c. Share this and other Economic Battle Plans™ now. Make it your goal to get five others to sign up for the free weekly Economic Battle Plan™ at www.economicwarroom.com We need a whole society of aggressive learners understanding that our society is at risk.

2. Learn more about how to weaponize your money. Let’s keep America exceptional with our giving, spending, and investing. Nominate your financial advisor for Economic War Room training at https://www.economicwarroom.com/advisor.

3. Call your financial advisor and make the point that you want them to help you weaponize your money to save America.
In the Economic War Room®, we encourage Americans to be the “small ships that make the difference.” You cannot solely rely on the government or the president to solve America’s problems. You have to make a difference. It is up to you to help take our country back and create a voice for economic liberty. [The small ships are based on Churchill’s Operation Dynamo that rescued the British Expeditionary Forces in the Miracle of Dunkirk.]

We need more Economic Patriots on the team! Consider what you can do now to help strengthen America or even help someone in need. Keep in touch with your congressional representatives. Choose from the list or set your own goals:

- Get others to sign up on our website (https://www.economicwarroom.com) and review our free weekly Economic Battle Plans™. Each of these will address critical solutions to the threats highlighted in this briefing.

- At our Economic War Room® website, sign up to TheBlaze for our complete weekly shows. Please use our code (ECON) from that link for a discount and FREE trial.

- Follow, like, comment, and share on FB and Twitter. Look for short video segments on FB and make sure those are shared. We recognize these tools may be compromised at times, but if they are not filtered, they are the major platforms available to reach out to the public. [Know that alternatives to the social platforms listed above are under EWR consideration.]

- Check out XOTV (https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room), a new free speech video platform that Economic War Room is proud to partner with. Access is FREE but consider making a donation to EWR on that website to help with Economic War Room’s research and production costs.

- You are welcome to share this battle plan and our short video segments with friends on FB or YouTube. We set up the Economic War Room® to be your resource for information, preparation, and mobilization.

- Do this now! Have a financial action plan based on multiple geopolitical scenarios developed now. Advanced preparation is key. Trying to figure what to do when an economic event happens is usually too late.

- Talk with your financial advisor as it relates to your savings/investments. Ensure your advisor understand the potential impact economic/geo-political scenarios could have on your portfolio. LOOK FOR ECONOMIC WAR ROOM’S ADVISOR AND INVESTOR ONLINE TRAINING COURSES COMING SOON.
Shareable Quote:

“Some estimates say that China’s economy is now larger than ours. So how did they build that in 20 years? They were literally stealing from us.”

–Kevin Freeman
The EWR Collection Deck – From Kevin Freeman
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[ ] - Must Read/Watch

Where to Access Economic War Room

On BlazeTV https://get.blazetv.com/economic-war-room/
Our Website https://www.economicwarroom.com/
Our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/economicwarroom/
Our Twitter page https://twitter.com/economicwarroom
Our YouTube page https://www.youtube.com/economicwarroomwithkevinfreeman
Our XOTV Channel https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room
Link to all Economic Battle Plans™ https://www.economicwarroom.com/battleplans
About Dave Brat
[ ] Liberty welcomes Dr. Dave Brat as new business dean
https://www.liberty.edu/news/index.cfm?PID=184956&MID=300089

Meet School of Business Dean Dr. David Brat
https://www.liberty.edu/news/index.cfm?PID=184956&MID=300089

[ ] Dave Brat: Meet the Candidate Who Beat Eric Cantor

Meet David Brat, The Giant-Killer Who Knocked Off Eric Cantor

 Politico: 10 things to know about Dave Brat
https://www.politico.com/story/2014/06/dave-brat-10-things-to-know-107727

[ ] David Brat Is Right  https://www.nationalreview.com/2014/06/david-brat-right-charles-c-w-cooke/

China has an economic, technology war planned against America: Former Rep. Dave Brat
https://video.foxbusiness.com/v/6121517813001/#sp=show-clips

China’s Happy Harmony Hell
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/05/chinas_happy_harmony_hell.html

About Ryan Helfenbein
[ ] Ryan Helfenbein  https://www.falkirkcenter.com/our-team/ryan-helfenbein/

The Gospel Coalition  https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/profile/ryan-helfenbein/

[ ] The Western Journal  https://www.westernjournal.com/author/rhelfenbein/

With Eric Metaxas  https://youtu.be/gbB0hGO4hY
https://am630theword.com/podcast/episode/2814/ryan-helfenbein

We Cannot Save The Free Economy By Destroying It

About the DC Summit and the Falkirk Center
[ ] The Falkirk Center  https://www.falkirkcenter.com/

Liberty University’s Falkirk Center hosts Freedom Summit with focus on China's threats to American liberties

Freedom Summit 2020 Addresses Accountability For China, Hosted By Falkirk Center For Faith And Liberty

[ ] Top Republicans Warn of a New Cold War With Communist China
https://www.theepochtimes.com/top-republicans-warn-of-a-new-cold-war-with-communist-china_3442666.html

Dean at Liberty University outlines focus of Falkirk Center Freedom Summit in D.C.
https://www.libertystudentnews.com/?p=5217

Freedom Summit panelists hit Marxism at universities

About Chinese Unrestricted Warfare
Communist China’s Silent War Against America
https://www.theepochtimes.com/communist-chinas-silent-war-against-america_3412704.html

[ ] Unrestricted Warfare
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2011/01/unrestricted-warfare/

We didn’t declare the new cold war, but we must win it
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/op-eds/we-didnt-declare-the-new-cold-war-but-we-must-win-it

China Is Waging Economic War on America. The Pandemic Is an Opportunity to Turn the Fight Around.
https://www.barrons.com/articles/china-is-waging-cyber-enabled-economic-war-on-the-u-s-how-to-fight-back-51596587400

China shows signs of hostility against U.S. - Washington Times

[ ] AG Barr Urged to Designate the CCP a ‘Transnational Criminal Organization’

Are We On The Brink Of A New Cold War With China?
https://nationalcenter.org/ncppr/2020/07/30/are-we-on-the-brink-of-a-new-cold-war-with-china-scooptv-episode-4/

Our greatest challenge is not Covid-19, but the new Cold War with China

Xi Jinping: The Chinese Hitler leading PRC to disaster
FBI Director Wray says half of bureau’s 5,000 counterintelligence cases are related to China
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/fbi-director-wray-says-half-of-bureaus-5000-counterintelligence-cases-are-related-to-china

China engaged in large-scale campaign to subvert U.S. government, private sector: FBI

This is Unrestricted Warfare Whether We Admit It or Not
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2015/06/this-is-unrestricted-warfare-whether-we-admit-it-or-not/

Washington Times’ Bill Gertz: Communist China is Engaged in ‘Unrestricted Warfare’ with the USA

For the Record: Unrestricted Warfare Episode (September 2013)
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2013/09/for-the-record-unrestricted-warfare-is-real/

The Counter Terrorist Magazine - August/September 2011
https://issuu.com/sbradman/docs/ctaugsep11

Written Testimony of Kevin D. Freeman, CFA
U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Europe, Eurasia, and Emerging Threats “Chinese Investment and Influence in Europe”
23 May 2018

How China Deals with the US Strategy to Contain China
http://chinascope.org/archives/6353

Like it or not, we are at war with China

1. Financial Warfare

Chinese General Calls for Attack on American Finances
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2016/02/chinese-general-calls-for-attack-on-american-finances/

Bankrolling The Enemy: Malevolent Chinese Companies Benefit From Both U.S. Taxpayer Support And Access To America’s Capital Markets

President’s Working Group on Financial Markets Releases Report and Recommendations on Protecting Investors from Significant Risks from Chinese Companies

Fraud at China’s Luckin is a ‘great morality tale’ for investors, says analyst
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/07/06/investing-fraud-at-china-luckin-coffee-fraud-case-warning-for-
investors.html

Wall Street A New Front In The Cold War With Red China  http://www.conservativehq.com/node/32809

[ ] The President is Right on China, but Is Wall Street Trying to Undermine Him? http://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2020/06/the-president-is-right-on-china-but-is-wall-street-trying-to-undermine-him/


[ ] Why We May Have to Deregister (and Delist) Communist Chinese Shares from US Markets http://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2020/05/why-we-may-have-to-deregister-and-delist-communist-chinese-shares-from-us-markets/


[ ] But China is our Friend…Right? http://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2014/09/but-china-is-our-friend-right/


2. Smuggling Warfare

Americans Receive Mystery Seeds in the Mail, Mostly From China https://www.wsj.com/articles/agriculture-department-states-investigate-foreign-seed-packages-11595901682


Buyer — and Uncle Sam — beware: China’s counterfeit goods indicate problems

China overwhelming U.S. with counterfeit goods
http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/china-overwhelming-us-counterfeit-goods

### 3. Cultural Warfare

**Hollywood Censorship, Culture & Chinese Appeasement: It All Comes Down to Greed**

China is turning American movies into propaganda. Enough is enough.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/08/20/china-is-turning-american-movies-into-propaganda-enough-is-enough/


Barr: Hollywood and Big Tech are ‘kowtowing’ to China

Study: Hollywood casts more light-skinned actors for Chinese market

Winnie the Pooh just got blacklisted by China


China’s Growing Influence on Campus
https://amgreatness.com/2020/08/19/chinas-growing-influence-on-campus/

Designation of the Confucius Institute U.S. Center as a Foreign Mission of the PRC

Chinese Propaganda on US Campuses; China Stealing Research–Rachelle Peterson on Confucius Institutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khmKBDo4RdU

SHOCK VIDEO: U.S. School Kids Targeted With CCP Propaganda, Letters From Xi Jinping
https://thenationalpulse.com/politics/ccp-schools-utah/

Confucius Institutes – the international propaganda arm of the Chinese Communist Party deemed national security threats by various U.S. government agencies – are operating in hundreds of American K-12 schools, The National Pulse can reveal
https://thenationalpulse.com/politics/confucius-institute-schools/

China spreads its pro-Communist message through Confucius Institutes on American campuses: report

4. Drug Warfare

China Is Using Fentanyl as ‘Chemical Warfare,’ Experts Say
https://theepochtimes.com/china-is-using-fentanyl-as-chemical-warfare-experts-say_3067392.html

US Treasury targets China’s Opioid Kingpins

Fentanyl smuggled from China is killing thousands of Americans

Drugs are a Strategic Weapon
https://townhall.com/columnists/admjamesalyons/2018/10/07/drugs-are-a-strategic-weapon-n2525877

Scourge of fentanyl is more clear in the battle against opioid use

US Sanctions Chinese National for Fentanyl Trafficking

The Brazen Way a Chinese Company Pumped Fentanyl Ingredients Into the U.S.

Underground labs in China are devising potent new opiates faster than authorities can respond
5. Media Warfare


China is now the world’s second-highest spender on TV shows after the US [https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/20/china-is-now-the-worlds-second-highest-spender-on-tv-shows-after-us.html](https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/20/china-is-now-the-worlds-second-highest-spender-on-tv-shows-after-us.html)


6. Technological Warfare


A company half-owned by the Chinese government has been planting ‘back doors’ in the tax software American companies need to do business in China since 2018, researchers say [https://www.businessinsider.com/chinese-aisino-us-cybersecurity-trustwave-2020-7](https://www.businessinsider.com/chinese-aisino-us-cybersecurity-trustwave-2020-7)
FBI chief slams Chinese cyberattacks on U.S., calls it ‘one of the largest transfers of wealth in human history’

“"If you are an American adult, it is more likely than not that China has stolen your personal data”

China-backed hackers stole text messages and phone records in push for intelligence, report says

Exclusive: Australia concluded China was behind hack on parliament, political parties – sources
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-australia-china-cyber-exclusive/exclusive-australia-concluded-china-was-behind-hack-on-parliament-political-parties-sources-idUSKBN1W00VF

African Union accuses China of hacking headquarters
https://www.ft.com/content/c26a9214-04f2-11e8-9650-9c0ad2d7c5b5

‘Tide is turning against Huawei’: Companies eschew Chinese telecom over espionage fears

China’s surveillance tech is spreading globally, raising concerns about Beijing’s influence

China’s Algorithms of Repression
https://www.hrw.org/report/2019/05/01/chinas-algorithms-repression/reverse-engineering-xinjiang-police-mass-surveillance

Huawei says it would never hand data to China’s government. Experts say it wouldn’t have a choice
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/05/huawei-would-have-to-give-data-to-china-government-if-asked-experts.html

China’s Surveillance State Should Scare Everyone
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/02/china-surveillance/552203/

‘Social Credit’ May Come to America
https://www.wsj.com/articles/social-credit-may-come-to-america-11567033176

What the Chinese Surveillance State Means for the Rest of the World
https://time.com/5735411/china-surveillance-privacy-issues/

7. Resources Warfare
[ ] Republicans prepare for energy ‘cold war’ with China
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/energy/republicans-prepare-for-energy-cold-war-with-china
To Combat China, Pentagon Races To Develop Rare Earth Mineral Plants In Australia

US Needs Alternatives to China’s Rare Earth Monopoly
https://m.theepochtimes.com/us-needs-alternatives-to-chinas-rare-earth-monopoly_3073705.html

China’s Threat to Hold Rare Earth Minerals Hostage Is Our Opportunity
https://www.theepochtimes.com/china-threat-to-hold-rare-earth-minerals-hostage-is-our-opportunity_2957737.html

China fights back in US trade war with secret WEAPON – ‘Don’t say we didn’t warn you’
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1133324/china-v-usa-trade-war-rare-earths-exports-trade-tariffs

China Gears Up to Weaponize Rare Earths in Trade War

Trade war: will China use ‘nuclear option’ of banning rare earth exports to US?

China could unleash a secret weapon in the tech Cold War

8. Psychological Warfare
China Embraces BLM in America, Objects to BLM Discussion at Home

[•] With Support for ‘Black Lives Matter’ China Crosses a Thin Line
https://thediplomat.com/2020/06/with-support-for-black-lives-matter-china-crosses-a-thin-line/

How Chinese Media is Manipulating BLM
https://www.indiewire.com/2020/06/chinese-media-black-lives-matter-coverage-1202236981/

[•] There is a ‘hidden agenda’ behind Black Lives Matter protests
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UeTioYgCEOQ

Russia and China target U.S. protests on social media

[•] Beijing’s Revenge? Two Pro-China Communist Parties Coordinate Violent US Protests
https://epochtimes.today/beijings-revenge-two-pro-china-communist-parties-coordinate-violent-us-protests/
9. Network Warfare

China Finally Admits It Has A Hacker Army
https://blog.knowbe4.com/china-finally-admits-it-has-a-hacker-army

U.S. Case Offers Glimpse Into China's Hacker Army

DOJ charges four Chinese military hackers for Equifax hack

What we know about the Chinese army's alleged cyber spying unit
https://www.cnn.com/2014/05/20/world/asia/china-unit-61398/index.html

Chinese Hackers are Stealing U.S. Defense Secrets: Here is How to Stop Them
https://www.cfr.org/blog/chinese-hackers-are-stealing-us-defense-secrets-here-how-stop-them

Chinese hackers reportedly targeted 27 universities for military secrets

Chinese hacking: 5 major cases of Beijing-linked cyber intrusion

10. International Lawfare

Chinese Leadership Corrupts Another U.N. Organization

WHO promotes China’s organ transplant program, despite allegations of human rights abuses

Pompeo Tells U.K. MPs China ‘Bought’ WHO Chief Tedros

Over 100 Nations Push for Independent Probe into WHO and CCP Virus Origin

How China Is Remaking the UN In Its Own Image

It’s Not Just the WHO: How China Is Moving on the Whole U.N.
11. Economic Aid Warfare
China’s Emerging Middle Eastern Kingdom
https://www.tabletmag.com/sections/israel-middle-east/articles/china-middle-eastern-kingdom

[ ] When Chinese Investment is Unrestricted Warfare
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2018/05/when-chinese-investment-is-unrestricted-warfare/

China’s ‘Debt-Trap’ Diplomacy With Third-World Nations

China aims to control ports and shipping lanes in Europe and the Arctic

China Building, Bugging Government Offices in African Nations, Report Says

[ ] Chinese offer Solomon Islands a loan 70 times larger than its GDP
https://freepressers.com/articles/chinese-offer-solomon-islands-a-loan-70-times-larger-than-its-gdp

China’s ‘Corrosive Capital’ Creates Risks for Rule of Law, Democracy

Experts Call on US to Address Rising Chinese Influence in the UN
https://theepochtimes.com/experts-call-on-us-to-address-rising-chinese-influence-in-the-un_3087662.html

[ ] How China Colonized An Entire Continent Without Firing A Single Shot

12. The Combination Method
[ ] This is a War to Destroy America: Here’s What You Can Do
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2012/03/this-is-a-war-to-destroy-america-heres-what-you-can-do/

[ ] It Is All About The Economy  https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2013/05/it-is-all-about-the-economy/

[ ] Social Panic, Street Riots, and a Political Crisis are the End Game
Social Panic, Street Riots, and a Political Crisis–Part One

Social Panic, Street Riots, and a Political Crisis–Part Two

13. Space Warfare

What the Hell Is China Doing on the Dark Side of the Moon?
https://www.thedailybeast.com/what-the-hell-is-china-doing-on-the-dark-side-of-the-moon

Space War Threats From China, Russia Getting New U.S. Assessment
https://business.financialpost.com/pmnn/business-pmn/space-war-threats-from-china-russia-getting-
new-u-s-assessment

World War 3 in SPACE would destroy ‘GPS, banking systems and even TV’, astro-physicists warn
https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/10212865/world-war-3-space-gps-banking-tv/

China’s Quest to Dominate Space

As China Talks Peace in Space, Researcher Shows Secret Chinese Anti-Satellite, EMP Bases
https://theepochtimes.com/as-china-talks-peace-in-space-researcher-shows-secret-chinese-anti-
satellite-emp-bases_2868172.html

China’s giant leap threatens US humiliation in space race 2
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/comment/china-s-giant-leap-threatens-us-humiliation-in-space-race-
2-kq6fghrd3

China and Russia are militarizing space with ‘energy weapons’ and anti-satellite missiles: Pentagon
html?__source=iosappshare%7Ccom.apple.UIKit.activity.Mail

USAF General Warns Of Space War “In A Matter Of Years”

14. Bio-Chemical Warfare

COVID-19 proves how dangerously we misjudged China
https://thehill.com/opinion/national-security/514758-covid-19-proves-how-dangerously-we-misjudged-
china

UN-Linked Biotech Expert Claims COVID-19 Is Man-Made Bioweapon From Chinese Military Lab

Chinese virologist claims she has proof COVID-19 was made in Wuhan lab
China ‘deliberately’ used coronavirus to secure global power in ‘act of war’
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1334261/china-exposed-coronavirus-cover-up-covid19-wuhan-cases-xi-jinping-economy-spt

[ ] BOMBSHELL ADMISSION: Chinese State Media Claims Coronavirus Is A Tool To ‘Beat’ Trump

China conducting covert biological weapons research, State Dept. says

Pentagon warns China is exploiting the coronavirus pandemic to wage ‘economic warfare’ on the US

Biological Weapons the Focus of China’s Military Research in the Last 20 Years

China Admits It Ordered Labs To Destroy Virus Samples, Possibly Setting World Back Months
https://www.westernjournal.com/china-admits-ordered-labs-destroy-virus-samples-possibly-setting-world-back-months/

[ ] Bombshell intel report exposes how China colluded with WHO to hide truth about coronavirus

15. China Rx
[ ] COVID-19 reveals how dependent Americans are on China for pharmaceuticals

China could weaponise drug exports to retaliate against US chip restrictions, Beijing adviser says

[ ] Our Critical Drugs Should NOT Come From China!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkedN3KCpg8&feature=youtu.be

CCP Virus Shows US Too Dependent on Cheap Medical Imports: Lighthizer

Foreign Reliance for Medicines and Supplies a National Emergency?
https://theepochtimes.com/foreign-reliance-for-medicines-and-supplies-a-national-emergency_3240841.html

Why the Coronavirus Puts Our Supply of Medicines at Risk and What We Should Do About It
https://www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/RosemaryGibsonTestimonyUSCCJuly152019.pdf

Reliance on China for Medicine Is a Security Threat to US Military and Public, Says Congressman

Will Naked Short Sellers Torpedo The Trump Bull Market?

Cyber Wars: How The U.S. Stock Market Could Get Hacked

The Pentagon is worried about hackers causing a stock market crash

Pentagon Turns to High-Speed Traders to Fortify Markets Against Cyberattack

The Shocking Truth About Wednesday’s Apocalypse Involving Wall Street, China, ISIS, and United Airlines
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2015/07/nyse-glitch-hack-china-cia-cyber-isis/

An Insecure Twitter Means an Insecure World
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/07/16/twitter-hack-insecure-world/

The Twitter timebomb: Experts warn hackers could swing elections, stock market and potentially start a WAR

Syrian hackers claim AP hack that tipped stock market by $136 billion. Is it terrorism?

Who Might Be Willing to Cause a Market Crash?

Chinese Market Manipulation at Work?
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2015/07/chinese-market-manipulation-at-work/

Why is the Virus Smiling? http://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2020/03/why-is-the-virus-smiling/

Restore the Uptick Rule to Prevent Market Manipulation
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2020/06/restore-the-uptick-rule-to-prevent-market-manipulation/
17. Currency Warfare

[ ] Are China’s Holdings of American Debt a Weapon?
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2012/12/are-chinas-holdings-of-american-debt-a-weapon/

China may gradually dump US Treasury bonds amid rising tensions, reports Global Times

Time for China to decouple the yuan from US dollar, former diplomat urges

[ ] Russia-China “Dedollarization” Reaches “Breakthrough Moment” As Countries Ditch Greenback For Bilateral Trade

[ ] Watch Out for a Coming Dollar Attack, The Likely Next Step in the Globalist/Marxist Insurgency

FACTBOX-China’s onshore yuan clearing and settlement system CIPS

[ ] Beijing Sounds Alarm About Dollar’s Reserve Status

A dollar crash is virtually inevitable, Asia expert Stephen Roach warns

China Could Force Donald Trump And The Fed To Destroy The U.S. Banking System

We may be heading towards a post-dollar world
https://www.ft.com/content/68e5f028-a1a1-11ea-94c2-0526869b56b0

China’s Stealth Plan to Use Gold for World Domination

[ ] China Takes Additional Steps to Digitize the Renminbi

China and Russia Building Out Network to Bypass U.S. Dollar

**ECONOMIC BATTLE PLAN™**
**LIBERTY, SECURITY, AND VALUES 3.113**
CLEARED FOR RELEASE 11/12/2020 (ECONOMIC BATTLE PLAN™ POINTS: 81)
China may use foreign exchange reserves to fight US financial war risk, analysts say
https://sg.news.yahoo.com/china-may-foreign-exchange-reserves-092355421.html

[ ] Don’t Miss the Chinese Warning: The Dollar is at Risk

Treasury Designates China as a Currency Manipulator

Infographic: How China Manipulates Its Currency

How China’s currency manipulation cheats America on trade
https://thehill.com/opinion/finance/453845-how-chinas-currency-manipulation-cheats-america-on-trade

The Hypocrisy of ESG Investing
[ ] Netflix Reveals It Removed These 9 Films at Foreign Government Requests
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/netflix-reveals-these-9-films-were-removed-foreign-government-requests

China’s Environmental Malpractice Hurts Everyone
https://www.theepochtimes.com/chinas-environmental-malpractice-hurts-everyone_3221989.html

[ ] Students: We demand the school sell its stock in fossil fuels. Professor: I can’t do that, but I’ll turn off the gas heating for you.

Sec Decisions Raise Specter Of Bias, McCarthyism
https://nationalcenter.org/ncppr/2020/02/21/sec-decisions-raise-specter-of-bias-mccarthyism/

The ‘Stakeholders’ vs. the People
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-stakeholders-vs-the-people-11581552372

[ ] Washington Increases Scrutiny of CalPERS Over Chinese Investments
https://theepochtimes.com/washington-increases-scrutiny-of-calpers-over-chinese-investments_3272212.html

BlackRock Takes Command
https://www.counterpunch.org/2020/04/08/blackrock-takes-command/

[ ] BlackRock Asked to Divest of Chinese Companies in Response to Coronavirus, Human Rights Abuses

America’s Banks Can Simply Bail Themselves Out - Thanks to the Fed’s $27 Trillion Blackrock Deal
‘Woke’ Capitalists Sell Out U.S. to China Behind a Mask of Virtue  
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2020/06/04/woke_capitalists_sell_out_us_to_china_behind_a_mask_of_virtue.html

Justin Danhof Tells Maria Bartiromo Why 75+ Leaders Sent A Letter Today To Blackrock CEO Larry Fink  

Blackrock's Dereliction of Duty  
https://economyandmarkets.com/markets/investing/blackrocks-dereliction-of-duty/

As asset managers go green, environmentalists offer a helping hand  

Meet the strategist: Mike Pyle  
https://www.blackrockblog.com/2020/01/20/meet-the-strategist-mike-pyle/

Poll: Climate Change Not a Top Priority for Most Adults  
https://freebeacon.com/issues/poll-climate-change-not-a-top-priority-for-most-adults/

Climate change moves to top of investors’ list of ESG issues  
https://www.pionline.com/esg/climate-change-moves-top-investors-list-esg-issues

BlackRock’s Larry Fink Shifts Fund’s Investment Strategy To Address Climate Change  

Larry Fink’s Latest Sermon  
https://www.wsj.com/articles/larry-finks-latest-sermon-11579305418

Blackrock’s Dereliction of Duty  
https://www.economyandmarkets.com/markets/investing/blackrocks-dereliction-of-duty/

The challenging politics of climate change  
https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-challenging-politics-of-climate-change/

Professor: We can fight climate change by not having any more babies – then letting human race become extinct  

Pew survey: U.S. voters put ‘climate change’ at bottom of priority list  

‘We can save Earth’: Amazon’s Jeff Bezos announces $10 billion climate-action plan  
From Equality Indexes to SOGI Laws, the LGBTQ Movement Marches on


Obama’s politically correct retirement investment funny business

ESG Cheat Sheet: Which Fund Shops Support Shareholder Proposals
https://financialadvisoriq.com/c/2666453/324353/cheat_sheet_which_fund_shops_support_shareholder_proposals

Millennials Embrace ESG Causes but Many Not Investing
https://financialadvisoriq.com/c/2686793/323193/millennials_embrace_causes_many_investing

Justin Danhof: Corporations Killing Their Customers – Literally

Why Social Justice Investing Is A Load Of Politicized Hypocrisy

How Advocates of ‘Corporate Social Responsibility’ Distort Shareholder Power

The Left’s Long March Has Breached the Walls of American Business
https://townhall.com/columnists/timothydaughtry/2020/05/05/the-lefts-long-march-has-breached-the-walls-of-american-business-n2568183

About Patriotic Investing
Pentagon Wary Of Adversaries Buying Defense Firms Amid Economic Crisis

Ellen Lord Warns of Economic Warfare During Pandemic
https://www.afcea.org/content/ellen-lord-warns-economic-warfare-during-pandemic

Pentagon ‘Matchmakers’ aim to keep US small tech firms from taking Chinese $

Pentagon seeking patriotic investors to fund American small drones

To counter China, Pentagon wants to create patriotic investors
https://www.defensenews.com/pentagon/2019/05/10/to-counter-china-pentagon-wants-to-create-patriotic-investors/
National Security Investment Consultant Institute [https://www.nsic.org/](https://www.nsic.org/)


See also: 08/13/20, EP100, Patriotic Investing, Gen. Steven Kwast, [Download Economic Battle Plan™](https://www.nsic.org/cbn012315.html)

07/09/20, EP95, LSV Investing, Dave Brat, [Download Economic Battle Plan™](https://www.nsic.org/cbn012315.html)
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